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DANCE MARATHON

Countdown begins
Dance Marathon
kicks off the excitement for the event
with bake sale, video
and donations.
By Cratg Grttord
CAMPUS EDITOR

Although siill months away,
excitement for Dance Marathon
is already being generated by the
Dance Marathon committee.

The 2001 Dance Marathon,
which will take place in March,
was officially kicked off yesterday
with the 150 day countdown
event. The kick-off took place in
front of the Education Building.
The event included information tables, a bake sale, donations
and a video of last year's Dance
Marathon.
The purpose of the 150 day
kick-off was to drum up interest
among the student body and start
generating funds for the

Marathon. The committee said
they were successful in getting
both of these accomplished.
"We are just hoping to get the
campus involved and start getting
awareness out," said Christina
Velios, Entertainment Chair.
"This gets people who aren't
involved interested and we can
answer their questions," said Allic
Koscho, Assistant Director of
Planning.
According to several members
of the Dance Marathon commit-

tee, the kick-off was successful in
getting them motivated for the
event, even though it's still 150
days away.
According to Dan Laschinger,
Morale Chair, the video of last
years event was able to get him
motivated.
" You watch a video like that and
you see a smile on a kids face; it
just gets you motivated to do
something," Laschinger said.
DANCE. PAGE 2
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San Layne BG New
FOR THE KIDS: Now only 149 days away, the Dance Marathon committee kicked oft excitement tor the 150-day mark with an information table in front of the Education Building yesterday.

Celebrating
Germany
be the highlight of the evening.
"The band will probably be the
highlight," Alisic said. "It's the first
time with a real professional
band; they are one of the most
famous polka bands around."
According to members of the
German Club, they were lucky to
be able to get a band of this
By Crag Cittord
nature to appear in Bowling
CAMPUS tDHOPt
Green.
Today University students and
"We were very fortunate to
the Bowling Green Community have been able to get this band,"
will be partying at St. Mark's Landgraf said.
Lutheran church, to celebrate
"They were willing to come.
Oktoberfest
They were very willing and very
The annual tradition, which happy to do it," said Kendra
dates back to 1810, is celebrated Thompson, Treasurer of the
in honor of the Bogarian king's German Club.
wedding that year.
Based on past year's successes,
This year's festivities, at the the German Club said that this
church on South College St., are event should attract a large
being put on by
amount
of
the German Club.
"We hope to have people.
According to
"In the past
members of the as many people as coupie years,
club, they hope to
possible of all
it's really been
have a big party
a gocri turnwalks
of
life.
and are inviting
out,"
Alisic
anyone and everyEverybody is wel- said.
one fro TI the
landgraf
come; we hope to agreed
University comthat a
munity and the have a great party" large crowd
city to tike pal in
should
be
EDGAR LANDGRAF. ADVISOR
the festivities.
expected say"We hope *o
ing "we hope
have as many people as possible to have more than a hundred
of all w; Iks of life. Everybody is people. That's what we're aiming
welcome; we hope to have a great for."
The group said it will be a
parry," said Edgar Landgraf, faculty advisor for the German club. worthwhile cause for people to
"It's open to anyone, including attend and have fun in doing so.
"The music will be worthwhile.
local I igh school students; we are
trying to reach the whole com- The food will be worthwhile.
munity, ' slid SaiUro Alisic, grad- People can learn something
uate student nd/isor for the about Bovarian tradition and
have fun; that's the main goal"
German Club.
The dsys events will also Landgraf said.
"I think it's worthwhile,"
include authentic German food,
door prizes, raffle drawings, Thompson said. "It's been going
games and a Grammy-nominat- on for hundred's of years. It's an
ed polka band, Polkamotion, a interesting cultural diversity
Toledo band that is expected to event."

German Club celebrates Oktoberfest,
this year with
Grammy-nominated Polkamotion.

Tom Reed BG News

BASKETBALL The Silver Streaks, a championship-winning wheelchair basketball team, played the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity last night at
Anderson Arena. The event was held in honor of October being Disability Awareness Month.

Wheelchair Basketball
By Cratg firfford
CAMPUS EDITOR

They use wheelchairs to get
around, but other than that, the
Toledo Silver Streaks basketball
team is capable of doing as much
or more than anyone else.
The Silver Streaks are a group of
everyday men, who play basketball competitively, but with one
catch. They play in wheelchairs
due to various disabilities, such as
a deformed or missing leg.
Last night, this group was in
Bowling Green playing against the
University's Pi Kappa Phi fraternity as part of Disability Awareness
month.
The Silver Streaks, who have
won 22 of the 24 Governor's cups
that are awarded annually to the
best wheelchair basketball team

TRICK OR TREAT

in the state, started out the game
by giving Pi Kappa Phi a 25 point
advantage. By half-time, the score
was 39-14.
According to Gerard Aro, a
member of the fraternity, the
Streaks weren't playing their best
in the first half.
"They were giving us back the
ball when they got it from us,
making us look good," Aro said.
In the second half, the Silver
Streaks played up to their ability
and finished the game losing 4336.
Despite the score, the Silver
Streaks were happy to be a part of
the event and enjoy playing in the
wheelchair game.
"It's nice to be able to gel out
and show people what we can
do," said Mike Miles, a Silver

By Becky Bios
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said )oe Fredericks, Pi Kappa Phi
member. "These guys are like this
everyday. It gives me a better
respect for them."
According to Diane Arnzen,
graduate assistant for Disability
Services, who coordinated the
event, the purpose of the game
was to show people what people
with disabilities can do.
"Many people believe those
with disabilities live different lives,
but they enjoy the same activities
and same sporting activities as we
do."
Masserv agreed saying, "People
have the image of disabled people
sitting at home drooling. That's
untrue. This gives us the chance
io show what kinds of skills we do
have."

Halloween crime not scary
STAFF WRITE It

CANDY: Kids get candy from students in the lobby of Founders.

Streaks' player.
Dennis Massery, a Silver
Streaks' member, agreed saying
"It's good for the public as far as
how they relate to these people.
They can say they came out to this
and saw what we do and have a
different perspective."
The Members of Pi Kappa Phi,
which were chosen because their
philanthropy works with Push
America, said that they now have
a new appreciation for people
with disabilities.
"These guys are extremely talented to be able to do this," Aro
said. "1 have a new appreciation
for it. No matter how hard it looks,
you'll never have a real feel for it
unless you do it yourself."
"It's great to see what they do, to
see how it is to be in a wheelchair,"

Halloween, often thought of
simulteneously with slasher
movies and masqued people
lurking in the shadows, has
acquired a reputation of being a
holiday high in crime and vandalism. In the city of Bowling Green
and on the University's campus,
there isn't a major increase in
crime around Halloween.
Cities such as Detroit and
Chicago have termed the night
before Halloween as "Devil's
Night" due to the increase in
arson and vandalism the cities
experience. Fortunately, Bowling
Green has never had problems as
extreme as these. The most the
city has seen in accordance to
Halloween are broken windows

and exploded mailboxes.
According to both Lt. Brad
Connor of the Bowling Green
Police Department and Sgt.
Richard Gullufsen of the campus
police, the only increase in crimes
include pranks and vandalism.
People will rum bike racks over,
toilet paper trees, egg houses and
smash pumpkins. While these
may sound like harmless pranks,
those caught egging or smashing
can be prosecuted with criminal
mischef. Fortunately there is no
increase in rape, murder, and
theft According to Gullufsen the
last rape reported was in 1995.
Both Gullufsen and Connor
agreed that there isn't a definate
age group responsible for the vandalism. Rather it is in accordance
to personal maturity. Gullefson

stated that a tot of people associate Trick or Treat with only Trick.
Halloween night at the
University will be protected by an
increased number of campus
police patrolling the grounds. The
BGPD, on the other hand, won't
be increasing patrolls on
Halloween night They will, however, be increased in residential
areas on the night of Trick or Treat
which is October 31 from 6:30 to
8:30 pm. They will be keeping a
close eye on the children going
door-to-door even as they hand
out candy.
As for protection on this night
which is supposedly ruled by
ghouls and goblins, both
Gullufsen and Connor agree that
CRIME, PAGE 2
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Banner signed
by attendees
for the kids
DANCE, FROM PAGE 1

Al 1:50 p.m., the Dance
Marathon committee performed
last year's line dance. According to
Shannon Riday, Special Promos,
the time was chosen on purpose
to celebrate 150 days until the big
event. This served as another
motivating factor for the committee members.
"It's an exciting thing to get people's attention," Riday said.
A Dance Marathon banner decorated the event and was signed
by anyone who attended the days
activities.
"We are taking it to the hospital
[Children's Mercy Hospital in
Toledo! to motivate the kids until
Dance Marathon," Riday said.
The 150 day countdown was
also successful in grabbing the
attention of other students and
getting them excited for what will
take place next semester.
"It's a good cause for kids and
everybody has a lot of fun," said
Brian Demon, Junior IPC major.
"It gets the whole campus together, there is nothing else that does
that"

Halloween is
time for fun
and safety
CRIME, FROM PAGE 1

you should do what you do every
night. This includes wearing
bright-colored clothing so drivers
can see you, using the buddy system and just being aware that
many people will be costumed
making it more difficult to recognize your friends If you live off
campus, make sure to keep your
outside lights on for your safety
and the safety of those haunting
the streets. And always check your
candy!

New Smithsonian started
By Randolph ESchmid
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

STERLING, Va. — A row of
shovels bit into hard Virginia clay
on Vvednesday, ancient technology symbolically breaking
ground for the Smithsonian
Institution's massive new air and
space center, celebrating the
technology that transformed
travel in the 20th century.
Able to display just one-tenth
of its aviation treasures at the
National Air and Space Museum
in downtown Washington, the
Smithsonian is building a new
annex at Dulles International
Airport.
The $238 million project is
scheduled to open in December,
2003, the 100th anniversary of
the Wright Brothers' first flight.
"The Virginia clay surrounding
you may seem stark and barren,
but so did the wind-swept dunes
at Kitty Hawk," observed Air and
Space Museum Director lohn R.
Dailey.
"This is really the perfect way
to launch the Smithsonian
Institution into the 21st
Century," added Lawrence M.
Small, head of the Smithsonian.
The ceremony opened with
the roar of four Marine Corps FA18 fighters passing overhead in
diamond formation. Sleek jetliners taking off from the nearby airport rumbled by regularly.
"This museum will demonstrate to millions of visitors
American ingenuity," Virginia Lt.
Gov. lohn Hager said.
Truth be told, the groundbreaking by a dozen or so dignitaries was purely ceremonial, as
massive machines have already
begun to transform the 176-acre
site in preparation for the new
museum.
The connection was kept to
the current Air and Space
Museum — the second mostvisited museum in the world —
by using the same shovel that
broke ground for that building in
1972. The original Air and Space

Associated Press Photo
MUSEUM: Artist rendering of the exterior approach to the Smithsonian's Air and Space Museum's Steven F. Udvay-Hazy Center to be built
at Dulles National Airport in Chantilly, Va. Groundbreaking took place yesterday.

Museum will remain open.
The new 710,000-square-foot
facility will be known as the
Steven E Udvar-Hazy Center in
honor of the Hungarian-born
businessman who donated $60
million to get the project underway.
A beaming Udvar-Hazy was
presented with the Order of
lames Smithson that is named
for the Englishman whose donation to the infant United States
funded the creation of the
Smithsonian.
U.S. Chief justice William H.
Rehnquist m;ide the presentation, noting that 200 years ago

George Washington was using
essentially the same types of
transportation as luiius Caesar,
but in the 20th century the airplane revolutionized travel.
"In the next century," replied
Udvar-Hazy, "aviation will take
us on new paths, new adventures...."
More than 200 aircraft and 100
space artifacts are to be housed
in the new museum, designed to
accommodate the massive
planes now being flown.
Already waiting in makeshift
hangars nearby are the space
shuttle Enterprise, a BoeingB-17
bomber from World War II and
an SR-71 spy plane that flew here

from California in 68 minutes.
That's about the same as the
drive time from nearby
Washington, but the airplane
faced less traffic.
Outdoors and showing the
effects of the weather are a huge
C-130 cargo plane and an elderly
LockheecTConstellation airliner,
its sensuous beauty still visible.
A Concorde supersonic jetliner has been donated to the
museum but remains in France
until facilities are available to
accommodate it
Most of the items to be displayed
remain
at
the
Smithsonian's storage and repair
center in Suitland, Md., where

they are being returned to pristine condition for display.
The new museum will be 10
stories high and cover an area
equivalent to about 21/2 football
fields. In addition to the main
hangar there will be an aircraft
restoration facility open to public
view, a large format theater,
classroom area and an observa.
tion tower.
Like other Smithsonian museums, no admission charge is
planned, but there will be a
charge for parking at the museum.

See us at the Holiday Hiring
Open House
TODAY 1-5pm,
300 Saddlemire

Ground
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[you absolutely, positively want a better wage
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Air poll Hwy

5 Shifts to
Choose From

♦ Might (Midnight to 5:OOam)
Mon-Fri
$l0.00/hr
♦ Sunrise (3:OOam to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$l0.00/hr
♦ Day (2:OOpm to 7:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ IWIIight (7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$l0.00/hr

i

sh for the
Holidays? Don't settle
for minimum
wage!

<t

\
%
BGSU

Offers

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$ 10.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days

Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615

(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
1-800-582-3577
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Three Wise Men
5 Beslrain
9 Tenant's
contract
14 Gershwin and
Levin
15 Gotdeii rule
word
16 Glowing coal
17 Small indication
ol somelrtlng
laiger
20 Magnetic llu*
density unit
21 _la
Bonita*
22 Butler sub
23 Mend by
weaving
25 Historic times
27 OnentaJ staple
30 Hostile act
35 Tic-lac-toe wm
36 Soothsayer
37 African Ity
38 Cancel
40 Flop
42 Oil-wen
lirefighter Red
43 Jungle vines
45
ooas :
47 Book alier Exod
48 Scandinavian
cheese
50 Lute's cousii
51 Quaker pronoun
52 Mernmenl
54 Church 'ecess
57 Oriental nanny
59 Irexplicit
63 Top dog
66 Warren and
Scruggs
67 Doma.n
68 She Ff.
69 Earthy materials
70 Statistical
average
71 Deceased

Making
a
Mockery
MIKE
PINGREE

Through the
Looking Glass
Oooohh! Hey, easy there, darling! A man and a woman stole off
to a peaceful meadow in the
Czech countryside for a romantic
Jendezvous when along came a
tractor whose driver was taking a
shortcdt to a party and did not see
the lovemaking couple in the dark.
He ran over the man's buttocks,
injuring both parties.
Are these seats taken? When
four tickets to a New York Giants
game were mistakenly delivered
to a Hopatcong, N.J.. man instead
of to his neighbor across the street,
he took full advantage of the
opportunity, police said. The guy
Jtcpt two for himself and his wife
Snd sold the other two. not realizing that the rightful owner. Joann
Koslosky. would assume the tickets were lost in the mail and get
replacements from the Giants' box
office. It all unraveled when
Koslosky and her three friends
went to the game and saw the
neighbors sitting in her seats. She
told reporters later. "I said,
'Wherc'd you get those tickets?'
They said they bought them from
a scalper. I said, I don't think so."'
Arrests followed
I'll show you how to drive,
crash! A dninken 30-year-old man
in Berlin berated his wife's driving
ability so vociferously that she
pulled the family car over and got
out along with their three little
children, telling her inebriated
husband to continue on without
them. He did A few minutes later,
he sped too fast around a comer,
rolled the car and was killed
instantly.
Nice to see you again, Hon,
Kablam! In 1979. Ben Holmes'
Youngstown, Ohio, home was
blown to pieces in an explosion,
after which Holmes mysteriously
disappeared and was not seen
since. His wife. Acidic, had him
declared dead in 1987. Then, after
21 years, he suddenly turned up at
his wife's home, after, police say,
he apparently heard that she had
gotten remarried. He came into
hep house, went upstairs and laid
down on a bed. As soon as she saw
him. police say. his wife opened
fire with a 22-caliber handgun,
wounding him at least twice. She
was arrested. He was hospitalized.
Wo, wo, wo, feee-lings! Two
Bhuddist monks have been breaking their sacred vows to forswear
worldly pleasures by living it up at
a karaoke bar far from their temple
in Bangkok. It is alleged that (he
two have gone to the saloon in a
provincial area in disguise on
numerous occasions where they
have been observed drinking alcohol and singing karaoke into the
late hours. Religious authorities
have launched an investigation.

Weekend Lineup:
Ann Arbor
In keeping with the new format we here at Page 3 bring a
glimpse into some of the concerts going on up at a neighbor
to the North. This list is not
meant to be all-inclusive, rather
just a selection for you to peruse
and enjoy.

Henry Rollins Lecture
Michigan TheaterAnn Arbor
603 E Liberty St
(734) 668-8480
6:30pm
Call for prices.

CBS Evening

m

Hews

ABC World
News Tonight
NBC Nightly

Sixty Plus

Business Rpt.

Q>
QD

KM

m
m

Simpsons (In
Stereo) X
Simpsons (In
Stereo)!

BBC Wodd

1(5 35) Movie: ••• ThsMin
MWl fne X-Rsy Fy»»-(t963)
Saturday Night Llvs Bill Mi/nay.
COM LucinoB Williams, z
wad Discovsry S'Oenan
CHSC
Survivors"
Sponscsnter X
AMC

of his bulging muscles

ESPN

HBO
HIST

FS0

scm
TLC
TNT
USA
VH1

Sliders Sole Survivors" (In
Stereo) X
How'd They Do Thai?
ER Fathers and Sons" (In
Sleieo) TT
father, Tsses Ranger "The
Brotherhood" (In Slereo) X
(5 30) Rock t Popup Video
Roll Wtddings Teen Idols'
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^IMOrraunaMi •ttWOntv
MnlKlrnxM

Disrupted
AM advice
Kin ol a furnace
Actor Marvn
Carved in relief
First vichm
Very dry
Cogilo
sum
Aeronautics
watchdog grp
insertion
indicator
"Norma
Analyze
chemicaHy
Writer Daht
Ancient region m
Asia Minor

19
24
26
27
28
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 20 Down?
Fear not. faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them
All you need to do is check the
answer key. temporarily located
on this very page.

29 Talk-show no si
OBr*n
31
32
33
34
36
39
41

Waiery oorrdge
Rome's land
Basketry w Dow
Impudence
Virgule
In harmony
Mom's girt

44 Shave oil
46 Choice aoty

56
58
GO
6t
6?
64
65

49 Lament
50 Jumped
53 Night belore
54 One Ba'dwm
SSHmg

Poel Teasdale
Bushy 00
Strong wind
USC nval
Scraped (by)
Double curve
Cured pork

i

i7,°*5'

P*"?'"*

Youngstown
12 /i>4

73 754

.

Dayton

,

72 /55

Cincinnati 74 /56

7:30pm
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WORD OF THE DAY
Pronunciation: 'a(ng]-grE

Jazz

Function: adjective

HiAan

Date: 14th century

Bird of Paradise
207 S. Ashley
(734)662-8310
7:00pm, 11:00pm
$25

MM

OtvOy

Showers

T-stonns

Rain

Flumes

Snow

ice
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THREE-DAY FORECAST
Friday

Sunday

Saturday

3: painfully inflamed;
4: pedestrians attempting
to exhibit their right of way

(/-

while being run down by
speeding cars on Thurstin.

SAY WHAT?!?

In future editions, we'd like
more input from the public since
word of mouth would probably
be more interesting than searching through the web. We're just
guessing.
Anyhow, let us know where
you
want
to
go.
kristabella@visto.com
Next
Week:
Cincinnalti.
should it just be annexed to
Kentucky or is there something
besides twang going on down
there?

"You are what you
are... I live to be
hated."

Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) X
Toledo Public School Town
Hall Meeting (Lrve)
Whose Una Is Who Wents to Be a Millionaire Primetime Thursday X
II Anywey? ■ It Anyway? X (In Slereo) X
Friends IN) (In Cursed Pilot" Will 1 Grace
Just Shoot Me ER Mars Attacks" (N) (In
Stereo) X
1 :!...:».■.:::
Slereo) X
"Gi-ITroube"
View From Malabar Narrated by
BaNyklSsangel "Trynq 10
Mysteryl "Hetty Yair.thiopc
r
Cornea You
James Cromwell
InveslKjates' (N (InSleieolX
This Old
Running Mate A look al the role
New Yankee
Mysteryl'Hetty Wamlhropp
of the vice presrtenl (In Slereo)
House X
Workshop I
Invesujales" (N) (m Sleieo) X
Work) Series Game 5 - New York Yankees or Seam Manners al New York Mets. If necessary.
From Shea Stadium (In Stereo Live) I
Sports-Detroit
WWF Smackdown! The heroes and vsujeii ol the Work) Wrastlmg Main
[deration meet In the ring. From Uniondakt. NY. (In Stereo) X
Whose Lino Is

High: 64"
Low: 57"

High: 54"
Low: 39'

High: 59'
Low:37-

1

Dream on white spaces.
Soon you'll be conquered.
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Lets Show (In
Stereo) I
Nightllne [N]
X
Newa
Tonight Show
(In Slereo) X
Coach Gary
Red Green {in
Blackney
Stereo)
Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X
Real TV (In
Stereo] If
Frastef Ro?
has hei baby

Justice Files "Vigilantes X
Sporiscenter X

Men ol Honor: G-Stnng Divas Inside the NFL
Movie: 'Blacktop (2000) A comic puisues the
ilnStu eu, X
X
psychopath *ho xonapped his g.rrli^nd 'NR' X First Look I
Secret Plunder: Gl Looters I
Hitler's Youth: Deployment |N IHillsr's Youth: >ecrmce (N) X Suicide Missions "Winer
Warriors" I
Last Word
Reqional
Slant
Davs Fast
INatlonai Sports Report
Coin'Deep
Sports Report
Break (Ni
Tales rrom the Crossing Over Twilight Zone
Babylon S Garibaldi uncovers an Movie: ••• "Bad lo me Future Pan III "(1990. Adventure) Michael J. Fox. Marty
llnSlerec X
X
assessmalion plot arxl eels shot McFly visns rhe Ok) Wesl lo save the mpenied Doc (in Slereo) I
Crypt X
Understanding the Power of
Scotland Yard: Tales From the Scotland Yard: ales From the Paramedics "Critical Care
ParemeoUca "Crrtcal Care"
Black Museum: Pc sorVCcrpus Paramedics of Reno. Nev.
Genes
Paramedics of Reno, Nev. (N)
Black Museum
NBA Preseason BaeketbaH Los Ancekts Lakers
Pretender Crash" (In Slereo) E
at Phoenix Suns. (In Stereo Uve) X
Lve)I
Strip Poker (In Manln'GoTei
Movie: •• "Girls Jusl Wan! lo Have Fun (1985) Saral Jessica
JAG "Rivers' Run" (In Stereo) X Nash Bridges "Overdrive" (In
It J'' Its l.'?'MV
Stereo) I
Parker. Dancers compete tor a spot on a televised dance program Slereo)
Hankln File
Pom to Rock II (N) (In Slereo)
List "Best
Before They
20 to 1 "TragK Losses" (In
RanklnFlle
IPorntoRock
List Best
Debut Alt ..ir:
"Rot* i Pom"
Debut Album" Wen Stars
Slereo)
"Sex Sals"
|(ln Stereo)
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Movie: eee'i "Psycho"(l960, Suspense) Anthony Perkins, Janet
Leigh, Vera Mass. A lovely embeizter checks xi lor motel terror X
Daily Show X win Ben
Saturday Night Llvs Ireddie
Stein's Monet
Prxize Jr., Macy Gray
Beyond Bizarre "Monslers.
Cannibals and Strange Giaves"

Partly
Cloudy

."

NewtX

NewsX

Partly
Cloudy

(1

NewsX

Spin City (In
Stereo) X

Haze

ANSWERS

G.G. ALLIN
EPITOME OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION, SINGER,
REVOLUTIONARY
AND HERO TO ANGST
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GROUPS SUE OVER SEQUOIA MONUMENT
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — Logging interests and recreational groups sued to eliminate the Sequoia National
Monument on Wednesday, contending President
Clinton exceeded his authority when he acted unilaterally to protect ancient groves of the giant trees. A lawsuit
filed in U.S. District Court argued Clinton's action,
taken under the 1906 Antiquities Act, did not meet the
requirements of the law.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Don't be a jerk for Halloween
Anybody who happened lo be
near a residence hall yesterday
evening was lucky enough (o
view many living defintions of
the word "cute." Kids from the
city went trick-or treating in the
lobbies of the dorms in their
adorable costumes, which got us
to think.
What about the big kids, those
students who will don costumes
this weekend and trick-or-treat
through the streets or at the parties, clubs and bars? The young
ones had parents or older sib-

lings to watch over them. But
who will watch out for us?
While our parents may not be
able to make sure we don't spill
our beer on our costume, here
are some things to keep in mind
for this Halloween weekend. Feel
free to cut these out and store
them under your plastic eyepatch.
• If you see a youngster walki ng around with a bag of candy,
do not beat him and steal the
goods. You look scary enough as
the Headless Horseman. You do

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about
Halloween behavior? Let us
know what you think at
bgncws@>listproc bgsu edu.

not need candy at the expense of
a young psyche. A large, inebriated undead demon mugger will
give a kid lifelong trauma.
• We enjoy the sound of
Smashing Pumpkins. We do not
enjoy the sight of smashed

! LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

pumpkins that a family worked
long and hard to create.
• Be wary of what your costume looks like. People can see
you fine when you're at the bar.
on the dance floor or in an apartment. The streets are a little different. If you plan to be a Kevin
Bacon character (Hollow Man), a
female member of the Fantastic
Four (Invisible Woman), or looking like that "Scream" guy. we do
not recommend playing in traffic. Just ask a deer how much cars
hurt.

Don't overlook
-AIDS Aware:ness Month
■ As I'm sure many of us are
2- aware, October is National Breast
J. Cancer Awareness Month. There
W is much publicity about this
evei it. But. many of us may not
be aware that October is also
National AIDS Awareness Month.
Why is that?
Many student organizations
are holding some sort of
fundraiser for breast cancer
research during October, such as
walking or bowling. Where are
the activities to raise money for
AIDS research? Why aren't stu dent organizations trying to raise
., some awareness about AIDS?
,i I believe that a big part of the
reason they aren't is because
there isn't national publicity
'•• about AIDS Awareness Month.
1
Every time I turn on the televi' sion, I see a commercial about
Breast Cancer Awareness month.
[. Lifetime sponsored a pledge to
. consider a candidate's position
'. on the National Breast Cancer
Coalition's legislative priorities.
The NFL pledged to give $5 to the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation for every person who

visited www.nfl.com/nflforher.
This is not to say that breast
cancer research is not extremely
important. Rising money for
this is absolutely essential. But.
we also need to consider the
need for AIDS research.
Now that many of you are
aware of National AIDS awareness month, why not do something about it? Hopefully as a
result of this column, some of
you will take this idea to the organizations you belong to.
Elisabeth Null
REvaett59@aolcom

Shortage of
shuttles drives
students away
In Monday's edition of The
BG News, I read an article "City
Should Help U. to Help Itself." I
was glad to see that I was not
the only one who felt something needed to severly be done
about the public transportation
at this university and town. I am
freshman here at the University
so this is my first semester.
When choosing a university
in high school, I liked Bowling

AT THE COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS SIGM
MAKIU6 MEETIM6S

Green because the people were
nice, the town was nice, and the
education seemed adequate.
Little did I know how difficult it
was to be able to get into the
town. I have talked to students at
several universities including
Kent and OSU who can get wherever they want by bus. The writer
of the article made a good point,
"can the University afford to lose
students to more metropolitan
schools?'' Because that is exactly
what I am looking into, leaving
BGSU for a school where I can
enjoy the town life better.
Aaron Hair
AHAIR195@aolcom

What would you do if
you lost the use of
your legs?

LAUREN S0EDER
SOPHOMORE
FASHION MERCHANDISING

SUBMISSION POLICY

JIM SURACE
FRESHMAN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
"I would seriously
freak out!"

CHRIS SMILEY
SOPHOMORE
GRAPHIC DESIGN
"Yd start a foundation where handicapped people can
go"

("kL. *oR£ SMEUS iIKE HeeTlNG
VDOMBO DOWCEV WXt^J|puce OfJ

If you haven't noticed, the Red
Cross has been on campus all
week, providing the opportunity
for students and faculty to
donate blood. For the past three
days they've been set up in
Olscamp. Today they're in
Saddlemire by the University
Bookstore.
I always look forward to Red
Cross blood drives with eager
anticipation. I can count on it
being a good time. The best part
is the little "waiting room" area.
Drinkingjuice from a box, watching people and maybe a movie
on the little TV — It doesn't get
much better than that. And then
there's Freddie and Frieda, the
silent movie critics. The whole
experience is even more entertaining than my Linguistics class!
(If any of you have had Alice in
class, you know what I mean!)
However, in all my excitement
over this event, I can't help but
notice that not everyone shares
my enthusiasm. When I cheerfully point out the "give blood"
posters to my friends in class, my
happiness is not usually reciprocated. It may be hard to believe,
but some people don't get excited
about giving blood.
Whenever someone tells me
they don't donate blood, I always
ask why. Of all the responses I've
gotten, my favorite is "because I
hate needles." What do you think

DOUG KINGSBURY
JUNIOR
IPC
"I'd become a fullblown alcoholic."

/^Hft HA'. Mi SUN
/ 11 "AU GitWlfc IS A BIG,

(^EEK, NKDV LOSERS

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@llstproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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might say I was alarmed. Just as I
was reaching for my pepper
spray, however, I noticed something familiar about the cheerfully strutting lump. Perhaps my
memory was triggered by his
friendly wave. I wasn't being
assaulted by an oozing mass of
toxic waste after all. It was everyone's favorite anthropomorphic
bodily fluid. Buddy the Blood

Drop.

uJE'U, HAVE TH/S CTCOFY PlOVfiE
OF M- <**£ AMD SAY *H- GOREIS A DORK AND A 80RC!"

IS IT OK IF I DON't
HAVE ROOM fCf- THE
T1M6 AW

out to give the
gift of blood
AT ISSUE Should the pain and agony of giving blood
stop one from doing it?
Walking through campus the
other day, I saw a large red blob
ERIN
with legs ambling toward me. You
HELPPIE

"Try to make the best
of a bad situation."

the BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Personal attacks will not be printed Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnettj@bgnetbgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

party can be an excuse to take
advantage of your fellow caped
crusader.
• Do not put undesirable stuff
in the candy or the beverages.
• Be creative. Be original.
Halloween is the one time of the
year where you can fulfill that
desire to be somebody else
(unless you are an actor or
lunatic). A good costume will live
on for years, even after you graduate.
• Have fun. That's an order, sol dier.

PEOPLE Time is running
ON THE STREET

:

• If you plan on consuming
(alcoholic) libations, try not to
have too many extra props as
part of your costume. It is hard
enough for some people to walk
while wasted, much less wield a
scythe.
• When trick-or-treating or
attending at a party, be careful as
to what you ingest. Not everybody is as innocent or nice as
their fairy costume might lead
you to believe. All we are saying is
be careful here. Any holiday can
be an excuse to party, and any

Opinion columnist
about people who DO give
blood? Do you think we like needles?
Aversion to pain is no excuse.
When it comes to something
that's going to hurt. I am the epitome of the girlie crybaby. But
we're talking about saving someone's life here. What's a little needle prick compared to the pain of
all the disaster victims you could
be helping?
That was your guilt trip. Now
that that's out of the way, I'll tell
you that it doesn't even hurt that
much anyway. After the initial'
poke is over and the needle is in,
the rest of the process is only
mildly uncomfortable.
If you've never given blood
before and you're nervous, that's
fine. The Red Cross people are
very used to dealing with nervous
people who hate needles, and
they're very accommodating. I
gave blood the First time when I
was seventeen and I cried for my
mom the whole time. The lady
who took my blood was very
nice, and gave me lots of cookies
afterward. So don't worry —
someone will be there to hold
your hand if you need it.
The Red Cross has helped save
countless lives, but they can't do
it alone. I want to encourage you
to give blood today, even If you've
never done it before. It's really not
that scary, and there are greater
rewards than even the cookies
.IIIII |>i/7.1

Erin Helppie can be reached via
e-mailat chica@unfazed.net.
More information about blood
donation can be found at
www.redcross.org.
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Plea rejected in embassy bombing case
NEWYORK (AP)—A judge rejected a guilty plea of a
defendant in the U.S. embassy bombings case after the
man said he was innocent but wanted to plead guilty
to avoid the humiliation of a lengthy trial.

NATION

Time Capsule opened after 38 years
ByAlexVeip
ASSOCIATE0 PRESS WHITER

MIAMI — Thirty-eighl years
ago, key Florida business executives, military officers and politicians didn't see the Internet coming. One of them, a federal aviation chief, said commuters would
be flying to work in personal aircraft.
Making predictions was proved
yet again Tuesday to be a dicey
undertaking, but certainly an
interesting one for those on hand
to measure forecast against reality.
The prognostications were
buried in a time capsule at the
front door of the Federal Aviation
Administration's Air Route Traffic
Control Center northwest of
Miami when it was dedicated
June 6, 1962. The capsule was
sunk in the ground with plans to
open it this year, the first of the
new millennium.
The predictions were not completely off the mark — forecasting
giant leaps in technology — but
many read like science fiction.
Significantly, the widespread use
of home computers, and therefore the Internet, was in no forecast.
Air Force Col. Richard R.
Stewart foresaw a constant military presence in space aboard
manned, orbiting stations and
atomic bombs replaced by
weapons using "light rays and
sound waves."
Stewart imagined "atomicpowered" aircraft shuttling soldiers and equipment anywhere in
the world within minutes, and
saw the moon as a "major military
base for our space vehicles, secur-

ing and exploring the planets
beyond."
NASAs space shuttle program
has Down 100 missions over the
past two decades, and is now
deeply involved in building an
international space station. There
haven't been any manned moon
missions since the early 1970s.
Lewis B. Miytag Jr., president of
Miami-based National Airlines in
1962, predicted the company
would offer supersonic service
coast to coast by 2000, with planes
moving so rapidly from Miami to
Los Angeles that passengers,
given time changes, would arrive
before they left.
Maytag also forecast his company would introduce "silent jets,"
and remain "a corporate entity,
undevoured by mergers, the
industry leader in aviation."
National Airlines was swallowed
up in 1980, when Pan American
World Airways acquired its routes.
Pan American filed for bankruptcy protection in 1991.
Eastern Airlines, which weni
under in 1989, felt certain it would
survive to the turn of the century.
The company had 7,500 employees in 1962 and executives predicted that, by now, its planes
would fly three times the speed of
sound, 60,000 feet high.
Among the more accurate predictions was one from Preston
Collins, South Florida manager at
Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Co. He foresaw the use
of communications satellites, the
miniaturization of phone components and automated answering
systems that would eliminate the
work of receptionists.

Associated Press Photo

TIME CAPSULE: Federal Aviation Administration employees Ou Roman, front, and Ron Liszt, Air Traffic manager, back, reveal the contents
of time capsule buried June 6,1962, at the Federal Aviation Facility during a ceremony in Miami. Among the contents of the capsule were
artifacts from the early '60s.

Environmentalist upset over pesticide spraying
By MicheKe Locke
ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS WHITER

GEYSERV1LLE, Calif. — They
call it the cholesterol of grape
vines: Pierces disease, a bacterium that chokes plants to death.
Now, an insect headed north
could transport it deep into
Northern California vineyards.
Growers want to take no chances,
forcibly spraying private gardens
if necessary.

The proposal, fiercely opposed
by environmentalists, has set off a
new debate over possible threats
posed by pesticides and revived
an old one: Is a booming vineyard
industry choking the country out
of Wine Country?
"They have taken down ancient
oak trees, they have gone into
areas that are full of redwood
forests and have brought the
forests down. They have flattened

Can you name 4 words in the
English language that don't
rhyme with any other word///
Live music, qreat (bod. tun people, and incredible art.
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Lauren Crdijan
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spot the serpent in his Eden.
"Pierces disease. This will be
dead in a year," he says, stripping
a wilting vine bare to show the
telltale blotches of green and
brawn.
Pierces disease has been found
in Sonoma County for decades,
caused by bacteria that flourish
along waterways. So far, damage
has been limited because the bacteria are carried by insects that

"Rise Above High Risk Drinking"
Sponsored by Wcllness Connection.
Peer Educators. BACCHUS Honor; Program

Club Fnday musk Latino Music
(6 30-9 30 e.M.)
FREE Public tout Details. Details
(6.45 P.M.)
* Day of the DeadlDia de Los
Muertos with a Toledo Twist (7 P.M.)
Open eve-yfndiy, 6-10—
2445 Monti* StiWt Toledo. OH 43620

hillsides, they have filled in rivers
and creeks," said Lynn Hamilton,
director of the nonprofit Town
Hall Coalition that is opposing
forcible spraying. "The green that
you see in the industrial vineyards
is a dead zone."
The vineyards of the Alexander
Valley lie lush and lovely beneath
an Indian summer sun.
Still, it doesn't take long for
vineyard manager Pete Opatz to
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don't fly loo far. In the Clos du Bois
vineyard Opatz manages, for
instance, about six out of 500
acres of vines have been struck by
Pierce's disease.
But on the way is the bigger and
more powerful glassy winged
sharpshooter — a half-inch
brown leafhopper that can take
the bacteria for a quarter-mile
ride.
The disease has caused 540

million in losses in Riverside
County's Temecula area in recent
years.
The flying insect hasn't infested
SonomaCountyor adjacent Napa
County yet, although it has been
found about 60 miles south in
Brentwood.
>
Eleven counties are infested by
the insect, and the state issued
emergency regulations this summer for trapping the bug and
monitoring infected plants.
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Space shuttle
finally home
By MattJiew FordaW
AP SCIENCE WRITER

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. — For the first time in 4 112
years, a space shuttle streaked
across the desert sky and landed
on a runway near the scrub, coyotes and rattlesnakes of
California's Mojave Desert.
After high wind prevented a
Florida touchdown for a third
day, Discovery swooped through
nearly cloudless skies Tuesday,
ending a 13-day flight during
which the seven astronauts got
the international space station
ready for the arrival of its first
full-time crew.
"Welcome back to Earth after
a super successful mission,"
Mission Control said after
Discovery rolled to a safe stop.
"Great to be back," replied
Cmdr. Brian Duffy.
NASA's 100th space shuttle
flight ended where most of the
earliest flights touched down. In
recent years, however, the space
agency has opted to land its
shuttles near its launch site at
Cape Canaveral, Fla.
It will now take about a week
and SI million to mount the
massive orbiter onto a modified
Boeing 747 and fly it back to

Florida. Many of the astronauts
were to fly to Houston on
Wednesday.
The Discovery crew should
feel at home at the storied Air
Force base where many of the
shuttle's first flight tests took
place and Chuck Yeager broke
the sound barrier in 1947.
"To be able to come back here
and fly on a space shuttle and
land it here at Edwards Air Force
Base is a very special thing for
me," Duffy said.
NASA's
Dryden
Flight
Research Center and the Air
Force hold regular drills ,and
maintain
the
equipment
because the base could be called
to receive a shuttle during any
flight. Adantis was the last to fly
into Edwards, after poor weather
in Florida during a March 1996
mission.
Discovery was originally
scheduled to land Sunday at
Cape Canaveral, but the attempt
was scrubbed because of high
wind. Gusts also kept the shuttle
from landing Monday, the same
day rain clouds at Edwards scuttled plans there.
To the astronauts' relief, the
weather was ideal at Edwards on
Tuesday.

Associated Press Phcto

ALBRIGHT: North Korean school children wail in the yard of a kindergarten in Pyongyang tor the arrival ot visiting Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright.

Albright discusses weapons
By George Sedda
ASSOCIATED PUSS WRITER

SEOUL, South Korea —
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright said Wednesday that
North Korea must remove lingering uncertainty about its nuclear
weapons activities if efforts at
accommodation with the United
States are to succeed.
A 1994 U.S.-North Korean
agreement was designed to
freeze a suspected nuclear
weapons program in Yongbyan
but there
are concerns

Pyongyang may have stockpiled
one or more such weapons
beforehand.
Some experts believe North
Korea had acquired sufficient
materials in the pre-agreement
period for one or two weapons
while others doubt Pyongyang
has any.
Albright, who arrived here
Wednesday after two days in
Pyongyang, told a news conference she raised the weapons
issue with North Korean leader
Kim long II.

"Obviously the nuclear issue
has been one of central importance to us," Albright said, stressing the importance of full disclosure by the North Koreans
"1 made the point any number
of times in my discussion with
Chairman Kim whatever the subject that confidence building
measures generally and transparency were absolutely essential
if our relationship is to move forward," she said.
Albright came here to brief the
South Korean Foreign Minister

Lee loung-binn and Japanese
Foreign Minister Yohei Kono on
her talks in Pyongyang. Both welcomed her initiative and vowed
to continue the close three-way
coordination on the North Korea
issue that they established last
year.
On returning to Washington
later in the week. Albright will
report to President Clinton on
her discussions. Clinton has said
he will travel to North Korea next
month if Albright's talks went
well.

Associated Press Photo" i

FLOATING: The space shuttle Discovery floats above the earth
during its mission.
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dance floor In the Midwest, 4 incredible rooms, 3 ofthe
Li-**?
w 209N.Superior

**
(419)2433446
Open Thurs. - Sat. 8pm-2:30»m

18 & over non-alcoholic drink specials
Wednesday Night: 250 draft night
Two Step - beginner $5.00 Friday
Two Step - advanced $5.00 Sunday
Over 21 free entrance with College I.O.
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
Sunday open at 7:0O p.m.
Music From: Bandera

867-9123
2518 S. Reynolds & Heatherdowns
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Yugoslavia's president declares new era
SKOPJE, Macedonia (AP) — Declaring that Europe
needs a "stable Balkans," Yugoslavia's president
Wednesday promised a new era of regional cooperation, and a senior U.S. official said he looked forward to
Yugoslavia's soon rejoining "the community of
nations."
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Guei flees
Palestinian groups protesting
demonstrators
By Dicia Kraft

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

By Glenn McKeitfie
•SSOCIAItD PRESS WRITER

ABIDJAN. Ivory Coast — Junta
leader Gen. Robert Guei fled
Ivory Coast on Wednesday as his
security forces turned against
hifn and joined thousands of
demonstrators backing opposition leader Laurent Gbagbo.
Guei, who claimed Tuesday to
have won Sunday's presidential
vote, fled late Wednesday momingforCotonou in nearby Benin,
said Guei's former information
minister Henri Cesar Sama.
Airport officials in Cotonou confirmed Guei was there.
Later Wednesday, Gbagbo was
introduced on state television as
"president."
Crowds of protesters exploded
in celebration, beating drums
and dancing in the streets of
Abidjan and the western city of
Gagnoa, a Gbagbo stronghold.

Praising his supporters,
Gbagbo thanked them for
protesting Guei's "electoral coup
d'etat."
"I pay particular homage to
those who died in the cause of
this," he said. "We will give them
a funeral beGtting their courage."
Violence had broken out
before dawn Wednesday in Ivory
Coast, once considered an oasis
of calm in volatile West Africa,
after Guei declared himself the
winner of the presidential election.
Gbagbo had a slight lead when
vote-counting was interrupted
Monday.
Early Wednesday, disgruntled
soldiers attacked Guei loyalists at
a munitions depot at the main
military base in Abidjan, soldiers
said. At least one mutineer was
killed, thev said.

Associated Press Photo

SECURITY: Defecting members of the security force in an
armored vehicle are welcomed in Abidjan.

JERUSALEM — Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat's loyalists are
cooperating closely with Islamic
militants in steering the monthold Palestinian uprising participants in the daily planning sessions said Wednesday.
Representatives of a dozen
Palestinian groups, including the
Islamic militant Hamas and
Arafat's Fatah faction, have been
directing the protests, such as
setting the times and places for
street marches, said Mahmoud
Zahar, a Hamas leader.
The existence of the steering
committees — one in the West
Bank and one in the Gaza Strip —
would undermine Arafat's contention that the Palestinian
protests of tlie past month have
entirely been a spontaneous outburst of anger against Israel.
"We are all Palestinians,"
Palestinian Parliament Speaker
Ahmed Qureia told reporters
when asked about the committees, and refused to discuss it further.
It was not clear whether Patah's
close cooperation with Islamic
militants, who have carried out
deadly tenor attacks in Israel to
sabotage peace efforts, was an
alliance of convenience or a signal that Arafat has abandoned
peace efforts.
President Clinton raised the
possibility of inviting Arafat and
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
Barak separately to Washington
totrytoendtheviolencein which
127 people have been killed, the
vast majority Palestinians
Clinton made the offer in a 30minute phone call Tuesday to
Arafat. The president asked the
Palestinian leader to keep commitments he made at a summit
earlier this month in Egypt,

including steps to end the violence, White House spokesman
RJ. Crowiey said.
Israel radio said Clinton also
spoke to Barak early Wednesday.
Barak aides were not available for
comment.
The Israeli army, meanwhile,
said its commanders in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip were to meet
later in the day with their
Palestinian counterparts. On
Tuesday evening, Barak dispatched an emissary, Yossi
Ginossar, a former high-ranking
official in the Shin Bet security
service, to a meeting with Arafat
in Gaza City, the radio said.
Israel advised its citizens to
prepare for an extended conflict.
"We have entered into a much
more serious situation than we
previously thought," said government spokesman Nachman Shai.
This Palestinian uprising is "more
intense, more violent" than the
sustained unrest in Palestinian
areas from 1987-93, he said.
The Israeli daily Haaretz said
the army plans to ask for an extra
$625 million to cover the cost of
waging such a struggle.
Conversely,
Palestinians
blamed Israeli leaders who they
say have shown no interest in a
real settlement "There was no
peace process during the last
three years, only a lot of meetings
and a lot of Israelis stealing
Palestinians' land," said Marwan
Barghouti, the Fatah leader in the
West Bank.
The uprising steering commit- PALESTINE: DinaAbdo, 11, upper
tee has been meeting daily in the as she joined supporters rallying.
Tire committee does not direct
Palestinian legislative council
building in Gaza City to set the groups of Palestinian gunmen
agenda for the next day, includ- who have been shooting at Israeli
ing times and locations for targets. The gunmen act on their
protest marches, said Zahar, the own, Zahar said.
A similar group meets in the
Hamas spokesman. Decisions
are made by consensus, he West Bank, according to Ziad AnNajar, a leader of the Popular
added.

Associated Press Photo

right, waves the Palestinian flag
Front for the Liberation of
Palestine, a small PLO faction.
Relations
between
the
Palestinian
Authority and
Hamas, its most powerful political rival, have improved considerably in recent weeks, Zahar
said.

Bowling Green Jaycees

Trail of Terror
Oct. 20,21,27,28
8-11:30 p.m.
St. John's Nature Preserve
South Wintergarden Rd.
Bowling Green, OH
Admission: $6
-Not recommended for small children

Experience the #1 Haunted Trail in Ohio and learn the mystery of the
Black Swamp at the trail's end.
Proceeds to support BG Jaycees community
building projects such as Christmas Elves.
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Need CA$H for
the Holidays?
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OFF-CAMPUS JOBS, ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS!
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED IN A FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE!
MEET WITH EMPLOYERS!
WHO:
BGSU students seeking
off-campus employment
WHERE:
Job Location & Development
300 Saddlemire
WHEN:
Monday, Oct. 23 - Thursday, Oct. 26
1:00p.m. 5:00p.m.

Visit our web site at www.wcnet.org/~bgjcs or call 372-7702 for more
information

u

Present this ad at the door for one dollar
Off yOUr admission fee (limit one person per coupon, per night)

Sponsored by: Career Services

TODAY
Fed Ex Ground
Marathon
Special Products
Hickory Farms

DO YOU
• Enjoy Helping Out Others
• Like Getting To Know All Sorts Of People
• Like Group Work, Then Become A
2QDD-D 1

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BGSU VS.
ALASKA
-FAIRBANKS

EDUCATOR

FRIDAY «& SATURDAY
OCT. 27, 28
V P.M. ,
STUDENTS FREE WITH VALID I.
CAUL 1 -Q 77-BG S U-TIC KET
WWW.BGSUFALCONS.COM
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Applications Available At
The Wellness Connection
170 Health Center
372-WELL (9355)
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Divers retrieve fragments from sub Writer says no
to edge writing
By Ivan Sekretarev

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

MURMANSK. Russia
Laboring in the frigid murk of the
Barents Sea on Wfednesday, divers
found and removed the Erst bodies from the wreckage of the
sunke.i nuclear submarine Kursk,
Russian officials said.
The bodies of three crew members were found several hours
after two Russian divers entered
the submarine, where 118 sailors
diedonAug. 12. The remains were
taken from the wreckage and
placed in a special container,
which would raise them to the
surface with the divers, Northern
Fleet Chief of Staff Mikhail Motsak
said.
A team of Russian and
Norwegian divers worked for five
days to enter the submarine. The
bodies were found after the team
finished cutting the first hole in
the thick double hull of the Kursk,
Motsak said.
Officials have said there is virtually no chance of recovering all
the dead: Many were probably
pulverized by a massive explosion
that tore through the Kursk.
Russia went forward with the
perilous, complicated and costly
recovery mission despite military
funding problems and the fear
that divers could die in the
attempt to slice through the damaged hull and enter the Kursk, 356
feet below the surface.
The massive effort followed
widespread criticism that the
Russian government's initial
response to the sinking was confused and indifferent toward crew
members' relatives, and that it
stubbornly resisted foreign offers
of help.
The cause of the disaster has
not been determined. Motsak
said the recovery mission has so
far produced no new clues.
Some Russian officials have
said the Kursk collided with
another vessel, likely a submarine, while on military maneuvers. The United States and
Britain had submarines monitoring the exercises, but both say
their vessels were nowhere near
the accident site.

By
B^ Robin McDowell

tinnprf
Siprra Leone,
1 praw trying
n-uino to
in
tioned in Siena
salvage a peace agreement the
government
signed
with
Revolutionary United Front
rebels in July 1999 to end the
civil war that has killed tens of
thousands of civilians since
1991. Britain, the nation's former colonial ruler, also has'
troops in Sierra Leone to help
train the army.
The United Nations also has
banned the purchase of diamonds from rebels in Sierra i
Leone and instituted a certifica-'
Don process so legally mined
gemstones can be sold.
Diamonds have helped finance
the war in Siena Leone. *
•
"I'm not optimistic about
Sierra Leone, but I'm proud of
what we did and the sacrifices
we've made," said Stewart.
"Ultimately, it's what we da We
try to give these people a voice,
make the world care, not forget
them. It's something to be
proud of."
He attributed some of his
change in perspective to the
death of Miguel Gil Moreno de
Mora, an APTN cameraman
who was killed in a rebel
ambush in Sierra Leone in May.
Kurt Schork, a correspondent:
for the Reuters news agency,
also was killed.
"When I think of Miguel
going back in after seeing what
happened to myself and Myles
— that he was still willing to
take the risk — that really
changed the way I viewed
things," he said.
Stewart said he suffered a
major relapse after learning of
the attack that killed Moreno de
Mora, which occurred just over
a year after his own.
"1 relived the whole event and
had to spend a month back
with my psychologist." he said,
adding that he suffered from
post-traumatic stress disorder.
Stewart, who has started to
walk without a cane, still ha-v
trouble using his left ami and is
unable to touch-type. Because
of the extent of his brain injury— the bullet entered through'
the center of his forehead — hestill suffers from fatigue.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo
SUBMARINE: Journalists examine some fragments retrieved from the sunken nuclear submarine Kursk
and displayed during a news conference in St. Petersburg.
Other observers have said the
disaster likely was caused by a torpedo explosion.
Only Russian divers entered the
Kursk on Wednesday. Their
Norwegian colleagues assisted
from inside a diving bell lowered
to the wreckage from the divers'
mother ship, the Regalia.
Divers used a stream of pressurized water muted with diamond dust to slice through the 2
1 /2-inch-lhick steel inner hull.
The recover)' team used

remote-controlled video cameras
to inspect the eighth compartment in the submarine's stem.
They pumped out silt to improve
visibility, said Northern Fleet
spokesman Vladimir Navrotsky.
The divers also smoothed the
jagged edge of the 3-foot-wide
hole with a special cushion for
safe entrance into the wreck, he
said.
The divers are challenged by
darkness, currents, floating debris
and confined spaces. The head of

the Russian Navy, Adm. Vladimir
Kuroyedov, had earlier warned
that he might cancel the recovery
effort because of the danger of
divers ripping their pressure suits
or cutting their air hoses on mangled equipment and debris.
Kuroyedov flew to a Russian
naval vessel at the scene on
Wednesday. He was accompanied by two widows of Kursk crew
members, who brought flowers to
cast into the water and homebaked pies for the divers, the
Interfax news agency reported.

Almost two years after
Associated Press correspondent
Ian Stewart was shot i n the head
while covering the civil war in
Sierra Leone, he still asks himself if it was worth it—would he
take the same chances today for
a story?
To even his surprise, the
answer is no longer no.
"Will I risk my life for a story
again? No. Not even if the world
cares next time." Stewart wrote
one year ago, following months
of operations and therapy,
learning how to wiggle his toes,
curl his fingers, stand and eventually, with the help of a cane,
walk.
His left arm and hand were
paralyzed and his left leg
impaired after the attack by
teen-age rebels that killed AP
Television News producer
MylesTiemey in lanuary 1999.
"I think I wrote that a little bit
early," Stewart said last week at
the annual AP Managing
Editors conference as, between
standing ovations from his
peers, he accepted an award for
the moving account of his
recovery.
Elaborating on his remarks in
a telephone interview Tuesday,
he said: "It was too soon to see
how much interest there really
was in Sierra Leone."
Stewart, 34, who was drawn
to journalism because of the
excitement and because he
believed he could make a difference, has now come full circle in
the way he views the profession
and the risks war correspondents take.
Stewart now says he believes
the reporting he and others did
from Sierra Leone had an
impact, raising awareness at the
United Nations, and in the
United States and Britain.
"I still don't think the international community is reacting
quickly enough, or well enough,
but at least the door has been
opened," he said Tuesday. "I'd
like to think our work started
die ball rolling."
The United Nations now has
some 13,000 peacekeepers sta-
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Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001

FREE
EVENT!
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The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valued at $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.
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Perry Field House
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Winner will be drawn Friday, October 27,2000. Any questions call (419) 372-8086.
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The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valued at $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.
Drawing to be held at Latinopalooza
For more information, call the Latino Student Union at 372-8325
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BG to hold scrimmages
The BG men's basketball learn
will have an open scrimmage
Sunday from 5-6:30 p.m. at
Anderson Arena.
The Falcons will then have an
autograph session following the
scrimmage. The women's team
will have their scrimmage and
autograph session Saturday from
5-6:30 p.m. also in Anderson
Arena.
The Brown and Orange cheerleaders will be present and tickets
for all Falcon home games will be
on sale during the games.

RYAN
FOWLER
StaffWriter

NY series
has kinks
The Piazza-Clemens matchup was the highly anticipated
duel that many people in the
media and public alike were
waiting for in the World Series. It
did not disappoint. I'm sure
many, if not all of you, have seen
the video of Clemens fielding the
broken bat and flinging it
towards Piazza running down
the first base line
Granted Roger Clemens is a
talented baseball player, outstanding athlete and superior
pitcher. I would add certified
psycho to that list of traits.
Honestly, who throws a bat at a
player running out a foul ball?
This after being hounded by the
media to this date for beaning
Piazza in the head back in July
during interleague play just
doesn't make sense.
Feared by what the outcome
would be if he pitched in Shea
Stadium, the Yankees managers
pitched him in game two for the
sole reason that he wouldn't
have to face the restless crowd
across town. His team protected
him and then he goes out and
hurls a splintered bat at an allstar catcher. But according to
Clemens, there was no intent
He had all the answers after the
game. Quotes given to ESPN
include: "I thought it was the ball
I was fielding" and "It was a foul
ball." I didn't think he was going
to be running", and my 'avorite
"I was throwing it to the bat
boys."
First off. I have never played
baseball with a wooden ball.
Secondly, ever since Piazza startejd playing baseball I think his
coaches have told him to run out
every ball hit. no matter foul or
fair, run it out. And so instead of
throwing a splintered bat at a
grown man. rifle it over to the
fragile batboy for him to handle.
Can we say Nutcase?
Clemens had more excuses for
the media about the incident
than Tyson did after munching
on Evander Holyfield's ear.
Clemens must take the media
and viewing public as idiots I
have never seen anybody take a
broken bat and fire it towards
the on-deck circle like a fastbalL
A broken bat is usually handed back to the umpire in an
orderly fashion. I don't care how
"high your emotions were," a
pitcher or any player chucking
foreign objects is not normal.
The saddest parts about this
incident are the stellar game
Clemens threw and secondly, the
focus taken off the Series.
In eight innings pitched,
Clemens gave up only two hits
and stnick out nine Mets hitters.
The Meurwere clueless on how
to hit The Hocket" on Sunday
night and it wasn't until the
bullpen of the Yankees entered
that the Mets had a chance. A
clutch outing from one of the
leagues dominant pitchers, however, overshadowed because he
couldn't keep his emotions in
tact.
The World Series has lost its
focus of being the Subway Series.
The two competitors are not the
Yankees and the Mets on FOX,
but Clemens and Piazza on PayPer-View. Roger Clemens is the
man to thank for that. The
Yankees are up two games to
One going into last night and in
search of their fourth straight
championship. All people are
talking about is Clemens' inability to contain himself. Jose
Vizcaino's game winning single
in game two of the World Series
forgotten because of "The
Rocket's" explosion.
'. Roger Clemens has turned
what was once "The Battle in
the Big Apple" into "A Rumble in
the Bronx."

•
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BG heads to Kent, Akron
Rommeck, Norris still ranked nationally in blocks, digs respectively
By Nick Hum
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Four games ago, the Bowling
Green volleyball team decided
it needed to refocus.
After losing a five-game
match to Central Michigan, the
Falcons fell to 2-5 in the MidAmerican Conference. They
went back to the drawing
board. BG made a change in its
lineup and haven't lost since.
Their focus is clearer and the
Falcons are now trying to catch
up with Eastern Division leader
Ohio. BG will have to go
through Kent State and Akron
first this weekend if they want
to creep even closer to Ohio.
"We will need a performance
very similar to what we have
done here in our gym," said BC
coach Denise Van De Walle.
"Very offensive-minded and
hard to stop at the net. If we do
those things and play the kind
of defense we can, we should
win both."
BG (13-7 overall. 6-5 in the
MAC) has gone 4-0 since losing
to CMU with wins over Buffalo.
Northern Illinois. Eastern
Michigan and the conference
leading Bobcats. A late winning
streak is nothing new to the
Falcons. Last season they held
an eight game winning streak
late in the year. Two of those
wins came from a trip to KSU
and Akron which the Falcons
swept.
"I do remember the KentAkron weekend being very big
for us last year," Van De Walle
said. "We know in this conference it's really tough to win at
someone else's place."
What has been the big difference? Offense. The Falcons got
big numbers from middle-hitter Kristin Gamby who lead the
Falcons for the second straight

"Our top hitters
are all hitting in
double-digits
[kills]. If we carry
that into the weekend, we should be
good to go. Our
lineup has really
been clicking."
SHYANN ROBINSON, JUNIOR
week in hitting (.426) and kills
(4.14 per game. She had a total
of 29 kills against Ohio and
EMU last week.
Junior Natalie Becker has
stepped up averaging 11.6
assists per game. Her mark is
good for third best in the MAC.
Many of Becker's dishes have
been
to
senior
loAnna
Papageorgiou who ranks 10th
in the league in hitting percentage and 13th in kills.
"Our top hitters are all hitting
in double-digits [kills] which is
helping us out a lot." said junior
Shyann Robinson. "If we carry
that into the weekend we
should be good to go. Our lineup has really been clicking."
While the offense has just
recently started to heat up, the
defense has been steady for the
Falcons all season. BG is still
ranked nationally as a team in
digs, averaging 18.87 digs per
game ranking them 16th in the
country. Freshman Susie Norris
is ranked 17th nationally, averaging4.16 digs per game. Junior
Caty Rommeck's blocking average of 1.45 blocks per game is
good for 14th in the country.
While the Falcons are glad
they are putting up big numbers, they are still focused in on
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DIGGING: Brown and Orange outside-hitter Nadia Bedricky records a dig in a recent Falcon match.

CCHA stacked with
ITA Regional
many rival match-ups next for tennis
By Dorothy Wrona
sfAfl WHITER

Lance Mayes had 27 saves for
UAF on Sunday night.
Notre Dame at Northeastern
Notre Dame split their weekend series with Northeastern.
Ryan Dolder scored two goals in
a span of 21 seconds to lead the
Irish to a 6-4 win over the
Huskies on Friday. Chad
Chipchase netted two third period goals, including the game
winner.
Northeastern took game two
5-3 on Saturday. Notre Dame
went 0 for 6 on the power play
and gave up three short-handed
goals to the Huskies. Jeremiah

Kimcnto made 28 saves for the
Irish.
Nebraska-Omaha at
Michigan State
UNO took Friday night's game
2-1. Allan Carr scored in the first
period for the Mavericks. James
Chalmers added an insurance
goal in the second.
The lone goal for the Spartans
was scored by Adam Hall in the
third.
The Spartans took the second
game of the series on Saturday
night by a 4-1 margin Rustyn

The college hockey season
was in full swing this past weekend as teams from the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
played conference rivals.
Alaska
Fairbanks,
who
Bowling Green will face this
weekend, fell twice to rival
Alaska-Anchorage in the teams'
. iinii.'il battle lor the Alaska
Airlines Governor's Cup.
The Nanooks lost the first
game 3-1 at home on Friday
night. Dan Gilkerson scored to
CCHA, PAGE 10
give Anchorage a 1 -0 lead in
the first period. UAF's Pat
Hallett scored to tie the
game in the second.
In the third, Gregg
Zaporzan scored to give the
Seawolves the lead. Petr
Chytka added an insurance
goal later in the period.
The teams met at
Anchorage on Sunday with
Anchorage winning 3-2.
Ryan Reinheller gave the
Nanooks a 1-0 lead with his
first period goal. Later in the
period, Steve Cygan tied the
game at one.
In the third. Bobby
Andrews netted a goal to
give UAF the lead. The one
goal advantage would not
last. Scott Farrell tied the
WdMdtehT*uhleBCN.-ws
game at two all, and Cygan
FALCONS: The BG hockey team hosted CCHA rival Michigan last
netted his second goal of
weekend for a pair of games, in which the Wolverines won both.
the game which turned out
This weekend, BG host Alaska-Fairbanks Friday and Saturday.
to be the gamewinner.

By Bob Brumbcfg
SIAIf WRITER
The fall season comes to a
close this weekend for the
Bowling Green men's tennis
team. Geoff Hiscox, Nicolas
Lopez-Acevedo and Vitek Wild
will travel to the Land of Cheese
in Madison. Wis. to compete in
the ITA Rolex Regional.
This will mark the end of fall
and the start of a break of nearly
three months, when the team
starts again January 27, 2001
against Dayton.
Wild, Hiscox, and LopezAcevedo will play singles, while
Hicox and Wild will team up for
doubles.
"We're looking for really good
things out of them," said coach
Jay Harris. I expect us to play
well."
"The Rolex is wide open.
There is no heavy favorite,"
Harris added. "I think there are
30 players out of the 96 that it
wouldn't surprise anyone if
they won. It opens the tournament up for anybody."
Harris is optimistic about his
players' chances at the Rolex.
"I think Vitek is in that group
of 30 that could win it." he said.
"Nicolas can beat anybody on
any day, and Geoff is a great
indoor player."
"All three guys could make a
dent in the tournament." Harris
added. With Wild and Hiscox
teaming up, Harris is thinking

positive in doubles as well.
"There is no team that they
(Wild/Hiscox) are afraid of."
Harris said. Wild and Hiscox
went 3-0 in doubles last weekend at the Advantage Spartans
Invitational. Hiscox went 2-1 in
singles, while Wild swept
through going 3-0, and LopezAcevedo went 0-3.
With the end of the fall season
comes the fall rankings. There
are two different rankings: the
ITA and the Bob Larson. The rTA
ranks 50 teams, while the Bob
Larson ranks considerably
more. Last year. BG started at
170, and climbed to 107 by the
end of the spring.
Breaking 100 gives the
Falcons something to shoot for.
"That's a huge goal for us."
Harris said. "I think there's a
good shot."
The three-rnonth break.
Harris said, will be used to keep
everyone in shape.
"We do a lot of conditioning,"
he said. "The goal is to fine rune
our special skills, so when we
start again in January, we'll be
ready."
When the team does start in
January, it will face the Dayton
Flyers at Shadow Valley in
Toledo. But the team is not concentrating on that right now.
"Our focus now is to do well
in the Rolex," Harris said. "I
think when the guys go home in
December, that's when they will
start thinking about Dayton."
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Miami loses 5-0
CCHA.PROMPAGL9

Dolyny, John-Michael Liles and
Jeremy Jackson all scored netted
play goals. Hall chipped in with a
short-handed goal in the third.
Alabama-Huntsvillc
at
Western Michigan
Alabama-Huntsville. coming
off a two-game sweep of BG.
extended their winning streak to
three with a win over WMU.
Brett Mills and Mark Wilkinson
scored in the first to give WMU a
2-0 lead. UAH took the lead with
three goals in the second.
WMU tied the game in the
third with Shaun Rose's goal. But
Ron Baker's over time goal gave
the Chargers the win.
Mills and Rose each had three
points for the WMU Broncos.
The Broncos avenged Friday's
loss with a 4-3 victory on Saturday
night. David Gove scored two
goals for Western and had four
points during the night.
Goaltender Jeff Reynaert
stopped 22 UAH shots.
Northern Michigan at Ferris
State
Kevin Swidcr and Jim Dube
scored to give Ferris State a 2-0
lead in the second period on
Friday. Northern tied the game
later in the period when Ryan
Carrigan and Peter Michelutti
scored goals le^s than a minute
apart
Each team would score once
more in the third to tie the game
3-3 at the end of regulation. NMU
took the 4 3 when Ryan Riipi
scored in overtime.
The two teams skated to a 1-1
tie
on
Saturday.
Fred
Mattersdorfer scored for NMU in
the first period. Over two minutes
later Chris Kunitz scored for FSU
to tie the game.
Lake Superior at New
Hampshire
UNH got goals from Lanny
Gare and Matt Swain in the first to
take a 2-0 lead. LSSU's Jeremy
JUKI

Bashusz scored to cut the lead to
2-1, but UNH went ahead 3-1
when Jim Abbott scored on a
power play.
Jason Nightingale and Chad
Dahlen scored in the third, but
Swain scored the game-winner
for UNH with less than three minutes left.
Miami at Providence
The Miami RedHawks went 0
for 11 on t he power play on Friday
night in a 5-0 loss to the
Providence Friars.
Michael Lucci scored two goals
for Providence. Boyd Ballard
recorded 30 saves in the shutout
win. David Bowen stopped 25
Friar shots for Miami.
Lake Superior at Providence
The Friars recorded their second win of the weekend with a 51 victory over LSSU Baschuz netted the tone goal for the LSSU
Lakers in the third.
Jayme Platt started the game
for the Lakers but was pulled for
Scott Murray after giving up three
goals in the first.
Four of Providence's five goals
came on power plays.
Miami at New Hampshire
New Hampshire went 0-4 on
the power play but still managed
to score seven goals en route to a
7-2 win over the Red Hawks.
Jake Ortmeyer and Gregor
Krajne scored for Miami.
David Burleigh started in net
for the Red Hawks, but was pulled
for David Bowen in the middle of
the second. The two combined
for 25 saves.
Niagara at Ohio State

Ohio States Nick Ganga scored
two goals in the second period
and one in tl •■ third for a hat trick.
The Buckeyes, Andre Signoretti
chipped in a first period goal and
assisted on one of Ganga's goals to
assist in the win. Niagara went 04 on power play and Ohio Stale
took the game 4-1.
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A LITTLE RIDDLE...
WE ALL HAVE THIS; IT
FOREVER GOES UP. YET
NEVER GOES DOWN.
WHAT IS IT?
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Falcon teams race at K-Zoo
By tnca Gambaccini
Sl«fl WRIT f R

All the men's and women's
cross country teams in the MidAmerican Conference will come
together Saturday in Kalamazoo,
Mich., to race for the MAC
Championship.
The Falcon's have been gearing
up for this meet all season long. It
will decide once and for all what
school in the MAC is really the
fastest.
Last year the men finished
11th and the women finished
10th. Both teams are hoping to
improve upon that finish and
place within the top three teams.
Men
Eastern Michigan is the
favored team for the men's division. The Eagles are ranked
among the top 20 teams in the
nation.
"Eastern is the top team to
beat," said Sterling Martin, BG

"Eastern is the top
team to beat.
Eastern is going to
have to make some
mistakes in order
for us to beat
them."
STERLING MARTIN, COACH

men's cross county coach.
"Eastern is going to have to make
some mistakes in order for us to
beat them."
Kent State has beaten the
Falcon's twice already this year.
They won the All-Ohio
Intercollegiate Cross Country
Championship this year and
they placed in front of BG at the
Notre Dame Invitational.
Miami also has a strong group
of guys, but Martin said that his
runners can run with them.

Some other tough teams that will
give BG some competition
include Ball State, Central
Michigan,
and
Western
Michigan.
"We have a shot of a lop three
finish," said Martin. "We've been
building to this point all year. I
think we can do well."
Martin will be taking eight
men to this meet. They include
junior Tom Kutter. freshman Paul
Niedwiecki. fourth-year junior
Rob Glatz. sophomore Dave
Larson, fifth-year senior Kreg
Hatfield. freshman Justin Perez,
fourth-year junior
Austin
Chapin, and junior Chad Kunkle.
Women
"Our goal is to finish in the top
three teams," said Cami Wells,
women's cross country coach.
"Everybody has a competitive
team. There are eight to 10 teams
that could win."
Kent won the All-Ohio
Championship for the second

year in a row and they placed
ahead of the Falcon's at t he Notre
Dame Invitational.

Ohio State has also beat the
Falcon's twice this year. They
came in second at the All-Ohio
Championship and also placed
in front of the Brown and Orange
at Notre Dame.
Akron beat the Falcons at the
All Ohio Championship, but BG
was able to place in front of the
Zips in Notre Dame.
In order to win the championship Wells said, "We need two
girls under 18 minutes and
everyone else within 45 seconds."
Wells will be bringing eight
women to the meet including
sophomore Joy Echler, senior
Christine Thompson, senior Lisa
Mariea, fourth-year junior Lisa
Schroedcr. freshman Jordan
Hartmann, freshman Amber
Culp. sophomore Erin Croley.
and sophomore Briana Killian.

Zips, Golden
Flashes next
up for BGSU

Stewart's family files suit

V-BAtl,FR0MPAGE9

ORLANDO, Fla. - A year to
the day after Payne Stewart died
in a bizarre airplane crash in
South Dakota, the golfers family
filed a lawsuit Wednesday
against the craft's owner and
operator.
The lawsuit filed in Orange
County Circuit Court by Tracey
Stewart and her children seeks
an unspecified amount of damages.
It accuses Sunjet Aviation Inc.,
and Jet Shares One Inc.. of negli
gence. Lawsuits also were filed
by the families of three others
who died in the crash: Stewart's
agents. Van Ardan and Robert
Fraley. and golf-course designer
Bruce Borland.
The Learjet's cabin-pressure
system wasn't properly inspected, maintained or repaired,
according to the lawsuit In addi
tion, the oxygen-supply system
and a valve in the engine weren't
properly maintained and the
plane's crew failed to take proper

the goals they set before the
season. Two of those goals
were to win 20 games and host
a MAC tournament game.
Another goal that the Falcons
still have their eyes on is to win
the Eastern Division
It's always been a goal," Van
De Walle said about winniig
the conference. "It will be
tough because Ohio only has
three losses. We need to take
care of our schedule and not
worry about anyone else's. We
can only control us."

I*.

Van De Walle reaches
another milestone
Friday's match against Kent
State will mark the 550th
match of the 18-year veteran
coach's career. It was last season that Van De Walle reached
the 300-win plateau with a win
over Mississippi State.

By Mike Schneider
USSOCIMED PSfSS HKIiCR

corrective measures in the emer
gency. according to the complaint.
"Defendants knew or should
have known from the mainte
nance history of the aircraft that
it was unairworthy and unsafe
by reason of a dangerously
defective cabin-pressure system," the 11 -page lawsuit said.
Mark
Dumbroff,
a
Washington based attorney for
Sunjet, said he wouldn't comment until he had seen the lawsuits. Sunjet. the Sanford, Fla.
based company that operated
the airplane, was dissolved earli
er this year and any damages will
be pursued from the company's
insurance.
A woman who answered the
phone at Jet Shares One Inc.'s
registered agent, Delaware
Registry Ltd. in Wilmington, Del.,
said she couldn't give out infor
mation on the company.
Maintenance logs released by
the National Transportation
Safety Board last month showed
that the Learjet had previous
problems with its cabin pressure

system. The logs also showed
that a valve had to be replaced
following in-flight loss of cabin
pressure much earlier, on June
28.1986.
The plane Stewart was on
departed Orlando on Oct. 25. for
Dallas. Radio contact was lost
with the plane as it passed north
of Gainesville. The flight continued on autopilot until it ran out
of gas and crashed near
Aberdeen. S.D.
There has been speculation
that the cabin-pressure system
failed, causing the crew and passengers to pass out from loss of
oxygen. The crash destroyed or
damaged several parts of the
oxygen and pressure systems
Some remain missing and the
crash continues to be investigated.
PGA players at the National
Car Rental Classic at Disney
World outside Orlando said
Wednesday that the anniversary
of Stewart's death was a painful
reminder of what the tour had
lost.
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A laser printer for
the price of an inkjet?

Due to Circumstances Beyond Our
Control We Will Be Styling At

The Arrangement
181 S. Main St.
Until Further Notice.

Cool. Just $199.
Now you can have your very own
laser printer. At a breakthrough price.
Fast. Sharp. Clean. Compact. With
a toner cartridge that should last you all
year. And at a per page cost that's 70%
less than inkjet Plus a Toner Save button
that extends the life another 30%.
Papers that stand out in a teacher's
grading stack. Professional resumes.
Articles lit to submit lor publication All for
the price of a half-dozen inkjet cartridges.
Better think twice. Everyone in the
dorm's gonna want to use it.
Grab one at your campus bookstore.
Order online. Or by phone at 800-459-3272.
Go to www.samsungusa.com/Xtreme for
more information.

Howeycr, You Can Reach Us At
352-2611 to Schedule an Appointment

c^±
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THE V
AMERICAN WEST
Out of Myth, Into Reality
October 6-December 31, 2000

John Wayne was tough.
These guys were tougher.
Friday, November 3
Square and Line Dancing
Glenn LeFever, caller
7 p.m. Great Gallery

Call 419-255-8000 for details on programming
supporting this exhibition.

Tuesday-Thursday 10 AJA.-4 PM* Friday 10 A.M.-10 PJ*.
Saturday 10 AJA.-4 P.M„ Sunday 11 *-M.-5 PJA. Closed Mondays
419-255-8000 for more Information • www toledomuseum.org
litatix remington. Marching in the Desert -888. oil on canwi. American
Mer.tage Center University of Wyoming
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Nebraska faces Oklahoma
By Richard RoMliltatt'
kr (ooiBAii ItlKil

Nebraska-Oklahoma.
Oklahoma-Nebraska.
Either way. college football has
one of its best rivalries back and it
arrives at just the right time — the
Comh-iskers (7-0, 4-0 Big 12) are
No 1, the Sooners (6-0, 3-0) are
No. 3, and both teams are talking
national championship.
Just like they used to.
Saturday's game will be the
17th time both teams have been
ranked in the Top 10, but the first
since 1988. It also marks the 13th
time either Nebraska or
Oklahoma entered the game
ranked No 1.
Oklahoma and Nebraska last
played in 1997. with the Huskers
winning 69-7 in Lincoln, Neb.
Before the Big 12 Conference
came along in 1996, the
Nebraska -Oklahoma game determined the Big Eight champion 27
times in a 29-year span, with the
winner often getting a chance to
win a national title.
In recent years, the Huskers
have dominated the series,
outscoring the Sooners 265-61 in
winning the last seven games.
Last time they visited Norman,
Okla., the Huskers won 73-21 in
'96.
'There's definitely a lot of
excitement surrounding the
game, a lot of excitement surrounding the whole program and
the direction it's taken," says OU
quarterback Josh Heupel, who
has thrown for 1,894 yards and 11
touchdowns to become one of
the top Heisman Trophy contenders. "And hopefully, we'll get it
back to the level It's been at and
needs to be at, which is a championship level."
Under
Barry
Switzer.
Oklahoma won three of its six AP
national titles, but the last one
was back in 1985. Nebraska has
four AP national titles, and also
gained a share of the '97 national
crown with Michigan by finishing
No 1 in the coaches poll.
Defense may wind up deciding
this one Both are formidable —
Nebraska allows 14.9 points per
game. Oklahoma 16 — but will be
hard-pressed to stop the highest
scoring offenses in the nation.
The teams are ranked 1-2 in scoring offense — Oklahoma at 46.7
points per game. Nebraska at

46.3.
The Huskers, led by a Heisman
contender of their own in Eric
Crouch, have outscored their last
two opponents—Texas Tech and
Baylor-115-3.
"Right now, we feel like we're
almost indestructible," Huskers
wide receiver Matt Davison said.
"It's not a cockiness, it's just a confidence that we've gathered. It
doesn't mean that we can't be
beat. It just means that right now
we're confident and that's huge
going into a game like this."
Nebraska leads the nation in
rushing offense at 379.7 yards per
game, and ranks second o/erall at
499.3. Oklahoma is fourth in
passing offense at 327.3 yards per
game and fifth overall at 472.8.
No. 1 Nebraska (minus 3) at
No. 3 Oklahoma
Huskers have won last seven
matchups, including 73-21 rout
in Norman in '96.... OKLAHOMA.
35-31.
Pittsburgh (plus 16) at No. 2
Virginia Tech
Hokies lead nation in interceptions; Panthers love to throw...
VIRGINIA TECH, 38-24.
Louisiana Tech (plus 411/2) at
No. 4 Miami
Hurricanes prep for next week's
showdown against Virgii ua Tech.
...MIAMI. 52-17.
Georgia Tech (plus 12) at No. 5
Clemson
QB Dantzler returns as Tigers
go for 9-0 heading to Bowden
Bowl II on Nov. 11.... CLEMSON.
35-28.
No. 6 Florida State (minus 19)
at No. 21 North Carolina State
FSU's old man Weinke vs. NC
r
ate's young man Rivers. ...
FLORIDA STATE, 45-24.
No. 7 Oregon (minus 5 1/2) at
Arizona State
Ducks can smell the Roses. ...
OREGON, 27-20.
No. 8 Florida (no line) vs. No. 13
Georgia (at Jacksonville, Fla)
Passes galore at World's Largest
Outdoor Cocktail Party.... FLORIDA. 35-21.
No. 9 Washington (minus 7) at
Stanford
Huskies power offense too
much for improving Cardinal. ...
WASHINGTON, 31-21.
No. 10 Kansas State (minus 5
1/2) at Texas A&M
Aggies set for an ambush. ...
TEXAS A&M, 34-31.
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BOLD LEAD IN: Nebraska Canhusker quarterback Eric Crouch will lead the number one team in the nation
into Oklahoma Satu-rJay afternoon. Nebraska and Oklahoma have a very hented and traditional rivarly.
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Campus Events
KA-Kappa Oelta-K \
Interested in going Greek? Wanna
know what it's all about? Find out by
joining the sisters of Kappa Delta for
open recruitment tonight from 8-10
at the house. See you there!

Travel

Personals

Personals

Personals

SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica. Cancun. Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring
campus reps Earn 2 free trips.
Free meals, .book by Nov. 3rl. Call
lor FREE Info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

•Ara'Ara'Ara'

•AGO'
Lll' Vanessa, the time is drawing
near...I love you III', now listen here!
Tonight will be an exciting one, we
will have lots of tun! Love, your Big?
•AGD-

•Ara-Ara-Ara

Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels. Reliable Air. Free Food, Drinks and Parlies!' Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas,
Mazatlan A Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do II on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call 800293-1443 for info.
Spring Break!!! Cancun, Mazatlan.
Bahamas, Jamaica A Florida Call
Sunbreak Student Vacation* for
info on going tree and earning cash.
Call 1-800-446-8355 or e-mail
Hkt«0tunbreaks.com.

City Events
HARVEST MOON DANCE
16 piece swing band
October 28th, 8-11pm
Woodland Mall Pavilion
$5.00 at the door.
Food & beverage available by
Quarters Cafe.
Oon't miss this dance.

Survive Spring Break 2001! All the
hottest destinations/hotels! Campus
Reps, and student orgs wanted!
Visit inter-campus.com or 1-800327-6013. The tribe has spoken!

Travel
•111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
S279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Gel Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-BO0-678-6386
#111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun S Jamaica S389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks' Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations S129!

Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun,
Bahamas. Florida, Jamaica & Mazatlan Call Sun Coast Vacations tor
a free brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group & Eat,
Drink, Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail

ulaiSuncoa
Services Offered
Immigration Consulting Service, experienced professional service, reasonable rales. 354-8192 or IcsOdacor.net.

Ul Abby,
Get excited because tonight
We will be united! Your big/lil week
is now done, now get ready to have
some tun!
Love, Big?
"AGDLll Kristen, I love you so Just how
much you'll never know. Tonight
you'll finally see, what a great pair
we will be!!! Love, your Big???
PS Happy Birthday, Little!!
•AGD"

ECONOMY CARS

76e *&<we S
SALE! SALE! SALE!

30% OFF
ALLnanCLOTHES
man

1992 Nissan Sinlrn
I WO Nissan Pulsar NX
1992 Sunhiril-Auto \/("
1989 Honda Civic
1992 Toyota Pasoo

UJC MSO CAAAV
DANC€UICAAf
BOOTS, SHOCS,
TOVS AND
MUCH MOAC.

1992 I'rism-lDr. Vut"

1995 Honda Clvlc-Aulo
1996 Nissan 200SX
1992 Camry-Auto
1994 Toyota Corolla
1997 Neon-Auto, Loaded
1990 Toyota 4x4 truck
1996 Nissan 4x4 truck
1993 CMC Jimmy 4\4

Call Dean Smith
or Tom DelGrecoj

springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Lit Katie
Twinkle Twinkle little star
We will be the best big/lil pair by far.
Get excited for tonight.
Love Big?

r

COIillllG in HOUf IIIBf R...
THE WILDEST SHOW fill YUUit R(!

$5
OFF
ADMISSION
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RON JEREMY
GUEST MC
OCTOBER 31st

Presents the 2nd Annual
^Grasshopper's Ball Halloween Party
Featuring
Grasshopper Pie
•Wear a Costumo
•Contests and Prizes
Saturday October 28

i

Special
Guest
Brian ISocian

www.grasshopperpie.com

HALLOWEEN
BASH!

■jID SAT-

THURS- BEO DANCES

NEW BYOB LOUNGE!

J!i
CO 3
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Personals
•Ara •

AI"A

•

Personals
AGD-AGO•AGD
Lil Amanda
Twinkle Twinkle little star
We're the BEST big/lil pair by lar!
I can't wait till we finally meet
because the minute we do it will
be so sweet!
Love. Big?

AI~A

Lil Nicole,
Tonight's the night
You will see,
What a great pair we will be.
I cant wait
So don't be late!!
Love. Big???
•AI~A

Personals

• Ara ■ Ara

Robin, we talked on plane to Phoenix on 10/12.1 would like to talk
more 614-237-4483, David.
Wellness Connection
It's time to get your GROOVE on!!
The Disco Dance is heating up
Eppler North Gym on Oct. 26 from
9:30pm-12:00am Show us your
funky disco style and win a
psychedelic prize!!
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

Ara • Lil Heather * ATa
The time has come for you to see
Exactly who your big will be.
So get excited little one.
Because tonight will be so much fun.
Love. Big???
Ara • Lil Heather * Ara

•Ai'a'Ai'A'Ara*
Lit Anita
Friends like you
Come once in a lifetime.
Love, Big?
• Ara ■ Ala • APA • AI'A •
Lil MichelleI can't wait (or tonight.
So you can see, what a
great big/lil pair we will be.
So get up your guts, so you
can find your nuts.
I love you lil! I can't wait!
Hurry up and don't be late!
Love, Big?

AI'A

Ara-Aia-Aia"
Lil Marissa, here is
another clue (or you.
I eat at the house all of the time.
I sleep there too.
Alpha Gam loveYour favorite Big?

1 tern subleaser in Hillsdale Own
room start lease Dec 23 through
Aug. 2001. More info, call 352-5772,
ask for Abbey.
1 male roommate wanted. Fox Run
apartments. $151 plus utilities/3522948.
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.
Call 353-9440
Dec graduation fix needed. Please
call ASAP. Erin at 353-8459.
Fern, subleaser needed ASAP.
$201 66/mo. ♦ UTIL. A/C, Cable,
washer/dryer. Call Kate 8 3525893
Female roommate for spring & summer Call Haley at 354-1605

Alpha Gamma Delta
Lil Stefanie
Don't worry lil
You will soon see what a perfect
pair we will be.
Love, Big????

Ara • ara ■ Ara ■ Ara ■ Ara •
• Ara • Ara • Ara •
LM Nicole,
Friends are people like you!
Love, Your Big

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M,
W SNGLS RACQUETBALL-OCT.
31; CO-REC INNERTUBE WATER
POLO-NOV. 1.

Ala • Ara • ara • Ara •
Ul JenThe time is drawing near tor us
to meet-so get excited because its
going to be the best treat!
I can't wait tor you to see
Just how much tun we are
going to be!
Alpha Gam love-Big??

Lil Missy
My baby squirrel
You are such a special girl
I can't wait till you find me
Cause I know we're the best pair
in AGD. Love, Big??

Lil LaurenI can't wait tor you to see how
awesome ot a big/lil pair we are truly
going to be!
It's been said betore-but you know
that I truly do adore!
Alpha Gam love-Big??
Ara • ara • Ara • Ara •
Lil MegghanI can't wait tor you to see what a
GREAT pair we are going to be!
I've been so excited that I just can't
handle it!
Alpha Gam love-Big??

Female subleaser needed
tor Spring 01 Semester
Own bedroom; lots of space

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC

Ala • Ala • Ara • Ara ■

Call 352-2965

Wellness Connection
Come find out how intoxication
effects your basic functioning
without taking a drink! Try out the
FATAL VISION GOGGLES on
October 11 and 26, from 2pm to
5pm between the Education and
BA building.
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL
Wellness Connection
Did you know that most companies
and organizations test lor drugs and
many also test lor alcohol as part of
the interview process?
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

az az az az az az az az az az
Happy Birthday Carrie Pangbom!
DZ Love

az az az az az az az az az az

Wanted

HELP! Farmhouse work exchange
for living. If interested, please call
845-255-3117.
I can do odd jobs. Landscaping,
clean gutters, & misc. Contact Te @

419-353-0386
Need 3 tickets for December graduation. Will pay! Please call Sara-

354-6492.
Need QUIET place to live in BG during student teaching, FALL 2001.
Call Diane @ 372-6188
Subleaser, spring semester, for 1
bdrm. Heinze Site Apt. Will pay cable. Contact Jaime at 352-3476.
Two subleasers needed ASAP! New
home, own room. Call Rachael @
353-2198.

<xx*x**>o<xxx****x**>^^

At its Interactive Best!

Tuffy
, Auto Service

Help Wanted

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am- 1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm - 4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

GENERAL LABOR Part lime opportunity in a chemical manufacturing
facility. Flexible hours between
6:00am and 3:30pm. Duties include
painting, cleaning, operating floor
scrubber, assisting maintenance
and operations. Additional hours are
available during the summer
months. Apply in person at: Chemron Corporation, 1142 North Main
St., Bowling Green, OH.

Bass Player Needed
For up & coming alternative
rock band Call Jim 8 372-1687
BECOME A PEER EDUCATOR
Call Wellness Connection for details

372-9355
BEE FARM STORE
Part-time clerk wanted. Please send
resume to: 2765 c.r. 220. VanBuren,
OH 45889.
Dancers-No experience necessary,
earn BIG MONEY$$$! Apply in person at: Oeja Vu, 135 S. Bryne, 5310329.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours ot 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC., 428 Clough Street,
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.
Fraternities ' Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dales
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.ca.rn. Pus'undraiser.cgrri

Join our Team
Cooks & Servers
Apply Within
Mountain Jacks
5335 Airport Hwy, Toledo
Office cleaning, evenings. 10-12
hrs/week, own trans, required. Call
352-5822
Raise S1600-S7000 + Get FREE
Caps. T-shirts & Phone Cards! This
one week fundraiser requires no investment and a small amt of time
from you or your club Qualified callers receive a free gift just (or calling
Call today-1 -800-808-7442 x 80
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a residential setting. Part-time, and sub positions available ranging from 24 to 72
hours biweekly. Salary is S7 55/hour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $10.24/hour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required; no experience necessary. Positions available in Bowling
Green, Perrysburg. and Walbndge
areas. Interested persons may obtain an application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd , Bowl
ing Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday.
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.
Wait staff and dishwashers needed
Apply within. Immediate positions
available. Various day and night
hours. Haskms Inn. 100 Wesl Mam
St., Haskins, OH 419-823-0014.
Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640.

For Sale
Comics for sale
DC. Marvel 70s to 90s
Call Dave @ 353-2056
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Register To Win
Two Tickets To

For Sale
19 inch TV/VCR, Brand now/won at
contest. $150. call Chris © 3530189.
Athletic Event Calendars For Sale
SAAC (Student Athletic Advisory
Committee) is selling event calendars now (or just $5.00. Call Janna
Blais at 2-2401
Dorm tridge. 352-2905, after
5 30pm. $50. like new.
Fender Strat BSW guitar, hard case,
Peavy 110 AMP. $500. Call Mike
353-8116
HONDAS FROM $500' Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 6X14558

For Rent
•• 2001-2002 listings available "
Will mail or pick-up at office. 316 E.
Merry «3 or call 353-0325.
1 female roommate needed through
May 15 $250/month. Pay only electnc Call Amanda at 354-3171.
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pett Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.

353-7715
BG house/rooms for rent. 4 bedroom, $700/mo. ♦ utils. 419-9372215.
Hillsdale Apt/1082 Fairview One
bedroom, dishwasher. A/C. carports.
Starts at $390.00 mo Available
Nov. 1. Call 353-5800
Large 3 bdrm apt for rent, spring
semester, fully furnished, spacious.
clean Call 419-352-9593
Now renting for May 2001:
3 bdrm townhouses $800/month
plus utilities, no pets

Call 353-0494
Prolessor will share large home with
graduate student or other professor,
large wooded lot; 2 wood burning
fire places; $275/ including utilities;
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave
message
Spacious, one bedroom apt
215 E. Poe Rd/Evergreen Apts.
On-site laundry facility
Starting $365 00 month
Available now!
Call 353-5800
Subleaser needed ASAP Lease
from now until May. 1 room efficiency. Thurstin manor, directly across
the street from campus. On site
laundry. Air .two windows. Contact
Ryan O (419)882-1123.
Subleasers needed beginning January 13 2/3 bedroom house, big
kitchen and porch, close to campus
and downtown, $555/month. 208 E.
Merry Apt A Please call Sarah or
Angela 352-3164

Ohio State -vs- Michigan
;

' REGISTRATION FORM

l»r 200 Locflturru Natirniwidt V

Bowling Green

353-2444
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Brakes • Exhaust • Shocks * Struts * Alignment * Suspension * CV Joints

(MMeo/Are fureRwews
CAREER SERVICES
CAU

Voted Best Pizza 8 years in a Row!

FALL CAR

BRAKE^ ; MUFFLERS JCARE SPECIAL
PADS & SHOES' no/OFF SCQ95

Next to Pizza Hut, North of Rt. 6
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PISR IN CELLO'S
L,V6RV
*V»N-M°i"
?A?M
^^^
$4.50 Minimum ' 352-5166
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • lunch Fri. •Sot. «Sun.

Try Pisanello's Great Tasting Wings,
Breads, Snacks & Calzones
BREADS

WINGS

Reg Brndsticks
with piua tauct, ranch
dressing, or garlk butter
same 5/2.75 or 10/5.50
Stuffed brd six
w/1 item 6/6.75 or 3/3.75
must be same items
Garlic fingers
4.75
10" x dough with gartk
butter sauce, mozi. dv.
oregano, S parm. ch.

th2PM

Cheesy Bread Stx 4.75
thick to" clough w/mounds
of*

3P2-Z356 TO

10
15.-..
20

3.00

12 ... 5.50

w/ranch. BBO, or pizia
sauce
f itra Sauce or
SourCr. 2S<
Zesty tteese Sauce 25<

Slit Chocolate
Chip Cheesecake
1.25

Mozz. Ch. Sticks
6 3.00 12 .... 5.50
w/ranth or pizza sauce
4 Potato Skins
3.50
wrtri cheddar a sour
cream A choice of bacon
Of broccoli

Chicken Fingers

6

Tomato Bread
3.50
with garlk butter sauce,
torn. A mew cheese

REPRESENTATIVE

3.00
425
5.75

BB0 Sauce 2S<
ted Hot Sauce 2S«

-GarflcBiwoWskes) 2.00
with cheese
2.50

MEET WITH A UPS

SNACKS

Medium

The Works
4 25
4 potatoei Cheddar,
baton, broccoli, onion,
ft VMr cream
CALZONE iputpoat,)
w/puza or white sauce,
mozz. Ch. and any 1 item

175 each

. extra item Sot. (c«=2i
V
max 3 items
^j

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown B G. * 353-1361
www hol'ywood com

Alfred Hitchcock's
Classic Thrillers

Rear
Window
5:00

PG

Vertigo
7:00 9:30

WE'RE MORE THAN
JUST GREAT PIZZA!
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

Part-time Training Supervisor on twilight sort S
8GSU student - Criminal Justice Major

ups

f/A/0 OUT HOW YOU CAM fARA/
A GRfAT RAT£ & G€T fREE
WfTfON ASSfSTANCe!

SARA/ £ LEARM WITH UPS
$

9.SO/HOUR

CAU TOOAVI

• Wee KMD$ £

1-419-891-6820

• 3-f/2 To S

MWMPSJOBS.COM

HOUR

• VPS PROMOTES
y
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Off
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• ftt££ Bettfffrs
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MAIN

352-5166
Every Sat Midnight

• *S,50 -

OR

|-TZZC./203 N
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Who Owns You?
www.fries2000.com
Vote Libertarian as if your
freedom depends on it!
Galen Fries for Congress
/ h\ Candidate Ohio's 9th Congressional District

